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Following titles:
40 pages
26 x 20 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 8+
Fall 2018

NON-FICTION

1.

Roald Amundsen
and Robert Falcon
Scott
2.

Charles Darwin

New

Explorers
Travel
Journal
Series
Maru Godàs

Throughout history people have always
wondered what was beyond the next
mountain, ocean, river, or even planet.
Explorers are people who have blazed the
trail in going to new places.
These new series propose different travel
journals of the great explorers of all time.

About the author
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Maru Godàs is Illustrator and graphic designer. Currently
she combines the artistic side of drawing and sketching
with the technological and interactive side illustrating
digital books. She worked over 18 years as freelance
designer and illustrator for publishers such as RBA, Salvat
editors, Planeta de Agostini, National Geographic and "La
Caixa” Foundation" among others. She is the author of
two digital illustrated children books and a sketched guide
of Park Güell.

3.

Neil Armstrong
5.

Ibn Battuta

Marco Polo
Marco Polo was a merchant and explorer who
traveled throughout the Far East and China for
much of his life. His stories were the basis for
what much of Europe knew about Ancient China
for many years. He lived from 1254 to 1324.
After twenty years of traveling, Marco, along with
his father and uncle, decided to head home
to Venice. They left home in 1271 and finally

6.

returned in 1295. A few years after returning
home, Venice fought a war with the city of
Genoa. Marco was put under arrest. While he
was under arrest, Marco told detailed stories
of his journeys to a writer named Rustichello
who wrote them all down in a book called The
Travels of Marco Polo. The Travels of Marco Polo
became a very popular book.

Christopher
Columbus
7.

Captain
James Cooks
8.

Sir Francis
Drake
9.

Sacagawea
10.

Marco Polo
11.

Zheng He

NON FICTION

New

A New
Life
How baby animals
come to life

60 pages
22.5 x 15 cm
Tracing paper
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 4+
Spring 2018

Aina Bestard

There are lots of different kinds of animals
living on earth. That means that there are
lots of very different kinds of baby animals!
Humans, elephants, cats, mice, pigs, rhinoceroses, gorillas, and many other animals
are mammals. Most baby mammals grow
inside their mother until they are born. Reptiles, birds and amphibians usually lay eggs.
Fish also lay many many eggs -sometimes
millions of tiny eggs!
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This sweet book, made out of delicate illustrations playing with transparencies, shows
the miracle of Birth and New Life.

About the author
Aina Bestard is an illustrator and textile
designer. As a child, her grandfather
taught her to draw in order to share
interest in his own vocation. She studied
graphic design at ESDI in Barcelona. She
started working mainly in fashion where
she designed and printed for Miró Jeans
and Woman's Secret. She moved to
Majorca, where she has designed shoes
for Camper for over five years.
She illustrates children’s books and has
recently published a book Underwater
School with Planeta and Penguin Random
House Spain that combines pictures with
vinyl decorations.
www.ainabestard.com

This sweet book
explains to the
youngest the
miracle of Birth
and New Life

NON-FICTION

Two Little
Architects
Who is the architect?
Someone with nice voice.
Or ...
Someone that bakes cakes.
Or ...

New

Someone who plays football.
Or ...
Someone who draws up plans.

Two
Little
Series
Manica Musil

Two Little Architects is the first book of
a new series introducing children to the
different professions and the different tasks
involved in every occupation.
Through a funny game of false/true
questions, kids get to know a little about
professions like architect, astronomer,
musician or artist and what entails.

Following titles:
32 pages
31 x 31 cm

1.

4-colour process

Two Little
Astronomers

Hardcover
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About the author

Age 8+

Manica Musil is an Slovenian writer and illustrator. At
first she wanted to study piano, but soon changed her
interest in other fields of artistic creativity and decided
to study architecture.

2017

After the birth of her first child (out of three), she
expanded her creativity and began to write stories and
poems. Since 2011 she has published 7 children books
for different distinguished Slovenian publishers.
www.manicamusil.com

2.

Two Little Musicians
3.

Two Little Painters

These book series seek to raise
interest, awareness and respect
for non-human great professionals.

NON FICTION

Animal Architects
Daniel Nassar
& Julio Antonio Blasco

Animal
Professionals
The most skillful experts
of the animal kingdom

Long before men started building houses, constructing bridges or dams,
healing people, composing music or traveling through the world, nature
already had displayed sophisticated solutions and inventions created by
animals.
These book series, presenting amazing animals capable or performing
incredible jobs, seek to raise interest, awareness and respect for
nonhuman great professionals.

About the illustrator
Julio Antonio Blasco graduated in Fine Arts.
He is an illustrator, painter and designer and has published many children books, some of
which of awarded recognition.
Since 2012 he works in his own studio with projects involving illustration of children and
adult books, as well as albums, catalogues, posters, games, exhibitions and many more.
www.julioantonioblasco.com
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40 pages
22 x 22 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 6+

Fall 2013
Rights sold:
Catalan and Spanish
Spanish (Chile)
German

English (UK, USA)
Korean
Russian
Chinese (complex
and simplified)

Dutch
Polish
Ukranian
Italian

Animal Doctors
Angie Trius / Mark Doran
& Julio Antonio Blasco

New

New

Animal Musicians

Animal Travelers

Pedro Alcalde
& Julio Antonio Blasco

Quim Tomás
& Julio Antonio Blasco

From Gibbons singing
to the sunrise to whales
humming across the oceans,
nature is full
of fantastic music.

Humans aren’t the only
creatures who travel.
In this book you will find
animal kingdom’s greatest
migrations by land, air,
and sea.
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NON FICTION

3D
Great
Myths
Discover the magical
power of 3D images

80 pages
26,3 x 28 cm
4-colour process
RGB filters page
Hardcover
Age 4+
Fall 2017

Aina Bestard

Created thousands of years ago, Greek
myths often feature battles between heroic
humans and terrible creatures to show the
importance of bravery and intelligence.
This 3D book idea takes a look at six of the
most popular fantastic, terrifying, peopleeating, fire-breathing beasts and the Ancient
Greek heroes that battled them!

16
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This hardcover book is recommended for
kids aged 4 and older and includes a pair of
carboard 3D glasses.

About the author
Aina Bestard is an illustrator and textile
designer. As a child, her grandfather taught
her to draw in order to share interest in his own
vocation. She studied graphic design at ESDI
in Barcelona. She started working mainly in
fashion where she designed and printed for
Miró Jeans and Woman's Secret. She moved
to Majorca, where she has designed shoes for
Camper for over five years.
She illustrates children’s books and has recently
published a book Underwater School with
Planeta and Penguin Random House Spain that
combines pictures with vinyl decorations.
www.ainabestard.com

The fascinating
world of the Great
Myths brought to
life by 3D glasses.

Enigmas 01

25 Intriguing
Stories

ENGAGING BOOKS

Enigmas

Folowing tittles
of the collection:

Challenge your
brain series
Enigmas 02

25 Mathematical
Problems

Challenge your brain series

Víctor Escandell
Challenge your brain with Enigmas book series,
containing 25 mind-expanding mind-twisters in
each title.
Fans of enigmas will find favorites that test their
logic to the intriguing stories featuring.

Enigmas 03

25 Detective Cases

Brain teasers have been proven to build kids'
mental acuity. These series do this and more,
giving children a place to learn - and laugh - all
in one!
Packed with beautifully illustrated with intricate
drawings, these books will keep audiences in
stitches.
About the author
Victor Escandell is a renowned illustrator born in Ibiza and graduated
in Graphic Design by the prestigious Massana School of Barcelona.
He has worked for companies such as MacCann-Erickson, TBWA,
Bassat & Ogilvy and most of Spanish national newspapers. In 2007
his work was selected for the exhibition of Catalan illustrators in the
Frankfurt Book Fair.
He is the author of A Wonderful World of Animals, Dinosaurs and
Sweet Monsters of the World published in English by Thames &
Hudson, in German by Fischer Sauerländer and in Spanish by
Promopress.
www.victorescandell.com
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64 pages
24 x 29,5 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover

Age 8+
Fall 2017
Rights sold:
Catalan

Spanish
Polish
French
Dutch

Kids will practice two
different ways of solving
puzzles: sometimes using
Logic and others, using
their Imagination.

13uages
lang than
e
Mor .000
12c5opies

ENGAGING BOOKS

What's
Hidden
in the
Woods

What's
Hidden

Discover the magical power
of RGB images

Aina Bestard
RGB technique consists in overlapping three different images, each one in a primary color.
The resulting images from this three level superimposition are intriguing. The colors mix up, the lines
and shapes entwine becoming oneiric and magical. Through a filter of colored transparent material
it is possible to clearly see one of the layers and
discover an unexpected image. The filter’s colors
are red, green and blue and each one of them
serves to reveal one of the three levels.

About the author
Aina Bestard is an illustrator and textile designer. As a child, her
grandfather taught her to draw in order to share interest in his
own vocation. She studied graphic design at ESDI in Barcelona.
She started working mainly in fashion where she designed and
printed for Miró Jeans and Woman's Secret. She moved to Majorca, where she has designed shoes for Camper for over five years.
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She illustrates children’s books and has recently published a book
Underwater School with Planeta and Penguin Random House
Spain that combines pictures with vinyl decorations.
www.ainabestard.com

24 pages
26.3 x 28 cm
4-colour process
RGB filters page
Hardcover
Age 4+
Fall 2015

Rights sold:
Catalan
Spanish
English (UK)
German
French
Russian
Italian
Polish
Dutch
Ukranian
Chinese
Korean
Japanese

What's
Hidden
in the Sea

Discover what is hidden
by looking at the images
through the red, green
and blue filters included
in the books.

New

What's Hidden
in the Body

Discover what is hidden
inside the body by looking
at the images through the
filters included in the book.

Aina Bestard

The human body is a brilliant machine with many
important parts. It is composed of organs that are
part of different body systems that allow the human
body to work.
This fabulous book reveals the inner workings of
the human body by looking inside of it using the
green, blue and red magic magnifying glasses.
The different illustrations will explain children that
blood is the fluid that keeps our bodies going. They
will discover that there are millions of little cells in a
blood drop, that cells are the basic unit of life and
each type of cell is different and performs a different function. And that even the bones have their
special cells!
A great book for children to discover what’s hidden
in our bodies!
About the author
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24 pages
26.3 x 28 cm
4-colour process
RGB filters page
Hardcover
Age 4+
Summer 2017
Fall 2017

Aina Bestard is an illustrator and textile designer. As a child, her
grandfather taught her to draw in order to share interest in his
own vocation. She studied graphic design at ESDI in Barcelona.
She started working mainly in fashion where she designed and
printed for Miró Jeans and Woman's Secret. She moved to Majorca, where she has designed shoes for Camper for over five years.
She illustrates children’s books and has recently published a book
Underwater School with Planeta and Penguin Random House
Spain that combines pictures with vinyl decorations.
www.ainabestard.com

ENGAGING BOOKS

Good
Night
Little...

Good Night
Little Whale
A small fish has 12 holes in front of him, one of
each colour. First of all he eats the yellow hole,
and becomes a yellow fish. After eating the orange
hole, he becomes an orange fish. So he goes on
and on eating all the holes until he becomes a
black fish. Now he is as big and dark as the night!
Children can interact with the holes by putting
their little fingers in. Adults can make different
interpretations every time they tell the story.

Visual bedtime stories

Bàrbara Castro Urío
Do your kids always ask for stories when
they go to bed?
Reading bedtime stories to children every
night is beneficial as the practice improves
Parent to child bonding.
These three books will help parents sharing
quality time as looking at these wonderful
visual stories with the youngest.

About the author
Bàrbara Castro Urío is illustrator and graphic
designer based in Barcelona. After a long career as
professional designer, she dump it and dived into the
world of illustration through a journey in which she
discovered this medium as a new universe in which to
express herself.
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Focused on projects in cultural, social and cooperative areas, she enjoys children's illustration above
everything.

23

www.barbaracastrourio.com

24 pages
23 x 23 cm
4-color process
Hardcover
Age 0+
Spring 2017

New

New

Good Night
Polar Bear

Good Night
House Cats

On the top of a white big
mountain lived a polar
bear. One day a strong
sound came from inside
the earth. The bear was
very scared and ran
away. The sky turned
orange.

A red cat got into a big
house and went to find a
room to rest. At the same
time a green cat arrived
next to the door.

And afterwards red.
And then turned pink.
The bear was still scared
and continued running.
Then the sky turned
purple and he stopped.
He couldn’t understand
what was happening.

He was also tired and
went and laid in his
room. Meanwhile a blue
cat was getting close to
the house.
While a black cat was arriving, the blue cat went
to his room.
The same happened
with the yellow cat.
And with the green cat.
But… where did the
green cat go?

24 pages
23 x 23 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Die-cut on every page
Age 4+
Spring 2018

24
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24 pages
23 x 23 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Die-cut on every page
Age 4+
Spring 2018

ENGAGING BOOKS

Put on
Your
Puppet
Show
Julio Antonio Blasco

Three
Little Pigs

Put on the
show with
the characters
included in
the book.
With this puppet theatre book your child
can tell the story of the Three Little Pigs and
also be part of it. They can move the characters as puppets, represent the scenes
and play the different roles.

Everyone knows about traditional stories,
but there is an added excitement to enthusiastically retell the tale. This activity is a
wonderful way for kids to get really involved
in the story.
Despite all the digital games available to
children, they will find that old-fashioned
imaginative play is still king. Puppets are a
fantastic starting point and it doesn't take
much to put on your own puppet show.
About the author
Julio Antonio Blasco graduated in Fine Arts.
He is an illustrator, painter and designer and has published many children books, some of which of awarded
recognition.

26

Since 2012 he works in his own studio with projects
involving illustration of children and adult books, as well
as albums, catalogues, posters, games, exhibitions and
many more.
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www.julioantonioblasco.com

Theater cut-out board:
Triple fold-out cover
Closed: 22 x 32 cm
Opened: 66 x 32 cm
Booklet:
20 x 20 cm
24 pages
Carachters fold-out board:
40 x 10 cm
12 cut-out shapes
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 4+
Spring 2018

ENGAGING BOOKS

New

Little
Red
Riding
Hood
Julio Antonio Blasco

Little Red Riding Hood gets a different new
look in this puppet show featuring illustrated
marionettes. Children will be able to perform
the story while entertaining friends and
family.
About the author
Julio Antonio Blasco graduated in Fine Arts.
He is an illustrator, painter and designer and has published many children books, some of which of awarded
recognition.
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Since 2012 he works in his own studio with projects
involving illustration of children and adult books, as well
as albums, catalogues, posters, games, exhibitions and
many more.
www.julioantonioblasco.com

Theater cut-out board:
Triple fold-out cover
Closed: 22 x 32 cm
Opened: 66 x 32 cm
Booklet:
20 x 20 cm
24 pages
Carachters fold-out board:
40 x 10 cm
12 cut-out shapes
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 4+
Spring 2018

Put on the
show with
the characters
included in
the book.

List of featuring characters:

The Pirate, the Witch, the Prince, the
Fairy, the Princess, the Wolf, the Ogre,
the Ghost, the Dragon, the Stepmother,
the Snake, the Black Cat and the frog.

ENGAGING BOOKS

Not All
Is What
It Seems
A book about the value of the
acceptance of others

Víctor Escandell

Looking at the illustrations, it is easy to imagine the
story with a quick glance at the characters who are
often judged by their appearance and stereotype.
The text appears backwards so you do not know
what is going on.
You will need a mirror to read the text and understand the meaning of it. It will for sure contrast
with what you initially thought: the rude pirate
was generously offering his hand to the writer, the
scary witch was preparing delicious broths full
of love, the powerful King always dreamt about
being a baker…
All is not what it seemed.
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A good book for parents and schools to work
with, a book of values proposing a look towards
life enhancing personal criteria of each individual
and rejecting prejudices and social stereotypes.

About the author
24 pages
25 x 29 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 8+
Winter 2018

Victor Escandell is a renowned illustrator born in Ibiza and
graduated in Graphic Design by the prestigious Massana School
of Barcelona.
He has worked for companies such as MacCann-Erickson, TBWA,
Bassat & Ogilvy and most of Spanish national newspapers. In
2007 his work was selected for the exhibition of Catalan illustrators in the Frankfurt Book Fair.
He is the author of A Wonderful World of Animals, Dinosaurs and
Sweet Monsters of the World published in English by Thames &
Hudson, in German by Fischer Sauerländer and in Spanish by
Promopress.
www.victorescandell.com

The book includes
a cardboard
mirror to be able
to read the up-side
down texts.

HANDS-ON BOOKS

Threatened
Sharks
Cartoon Jocs
Sharks are ancient animals. They’ve
been on earth for at least 420 million
years.

New

Threatened
Animals
3D Cardboard Animals
models to mount

Cartoon Jocs
Endangered animals are animals that are
in danger of becoming extinct. This means
that there may be no more of these animals
left alive on earth. An animal is considered
endangered or "threatened" when there are
very few of them left..
This series, featuring 6 different animals
organized by species, are thought to make
children think about the difficult situation of
some endangered animals. As they mount
the models and learn facts about them,
children will raise respect and conciseness.

About the author
Tatum is an Argentinian born artist that has worked with
comics for many years. He has lived in Spain since
1976 and has published in many journals.
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Inspired by comic illustration, with a children touch, he
has developed the brand Cartoon Jocs. Printed models
on recycled cardboard, easy to mount and assemble
without scissors or glue. More simple, impossible!

They are threatened because of
human consumption, finning, and
fishing.
There are about 400 types of sharks
in the world. Many of them are
named after the way they look or
where they live.

32
24.5 x 30 cm
4-colour process
Art board 300gr
Hardcover
6 Die-cut mountable models
Age 4+
Spring 2018

Includes 6 mountable
3D cardboard sharks

Is this a Penguin?
HANDS-ON BOOKS

24 pages
23 x 23 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Die-cut of shapes
Age 4+
Spring 2018

New

What
is This?

Is this an Elephant?

Have fun creating images
with shapes

Neus Caamaño
Halfway between a book and a game, “What
is this” series are not common stories, but a
proposal that offers a starting point to imagine characters or situations. In essence, the
idea seeks to promote creativity and understanding on how the world and the images
around us are constructed. This objective is
based on the relationship between simple
and complex forms.
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From the construction of an object with geometric shapes raises a surprising story that
reveals how these same pieces can form
infinity of new objects and characters that always keep a relation with the initial one. This
way it is possible to establish a thread that
turns the book into a narrative and playful
experience at the same time.

About the author
Neus Caamaño. After graduating in Fine
Arts from the University of Barcelona in
2007, she began working as an illustrator,
a profession in which she discovers the
perfect mix between creativity and communication.
In recent years she has worked mainly
in the world of advertising, posters and
children's illustration. She has just released
the album "Lo que hay detrás" (Tres Tigres
Tristes publishing) and won the LabEmilia
Award with the album "Por una manzana".

The book includes
all the shapes
to construct
the characters
featured in the
story and invent
new ones!

HANDS-ON BOOKS

New

What's Hidden

Activity
Book
Experience with RGB
optical illusions

64 pages
26.3 x 28 cm
4-colour process
RGB filters page
Hardcover
Age 4+
Summer 2018

Aina Bestard
Optical illusions occur because our brain
is trying to interpret what we see and make
sense of the world around us. Optical illusions simply trick our brains into seeing things
which may or may not be real.
RGB technique plays with the depth of a
surface, tricks the eye by layering images of
the three primary colors to create a kind of
montage of images; you really need to break
up and see the images by themselves through
color filters.
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This activity book proposes simple exercises
to learn how to produce RGB optical illusions
and discover just how tricky it can be for our
brain to accurately interpret the images from
our eyes.

About the author
Aina Bestard is an illustrator
and textile designer. As a child,
her grandfather taught her to
draw in order to share interest
in his own vocation. She studied graphic design at ESDI in
Barcelona. She started working
mainly in fashion where she
designed and printed for Miró
Jeans and Woman's Secret.
She moved to Majorca, where
she has designed shoes for
Camper for over five years.
She illustrates children’s books
and has recently published a
book Underwater School with
Planeta and Penguin Random
House Spain that combines
pictures with vinyl decorations.
www.ainabestard.com

Learn how to use RGB
technique and hide your
drawings by creating
overlapping textures.
They will reapeare with
the magic magnifying
glass!

HANDS-ON BOOKS

The Little

16 pages - 8 cards
29,7 x 15 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 4+
Fall 2017
Rights sold:
catalan
spanish
French
Italian

The Little Knot&Dots

Animal Mess

The Little Knot&Dots

Crazy Hair

Knot
&Dots

Two fun lacing card books

Joana Casals

These entertaining and educational lacing
cards sheets feature charming illustrations
of animals and people, and include the
lace you need to complete the different
projects.
Printed on thick, sturdy board, these lacing cards are durable and reusable, and
perfect for small hands to hold.
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Lacing cards encourage hand-eye coordination, and help develop sequencing, dexterity, and motor skills, while also providing
kids with hours of lace-up fun!
All the pages can be easely taken off to be
able to hang the art piece on the wall.

About the author
Joana Casals is an illustrator and a graphic
designer.
She graduated in Fine Arts at the University of Barcelona and she has been working
since as graphic designer for publishers
and communication agencies.
She combines her graphic work with her
two passions: drawing and sewing.
The book includes the colour shoe laces
that you need to complete the images.
instagram.com/joanacasalspelegri

The book includes
the colour shoe laces
that you need to complete
the images.

EMMANUELLE PONTY

HANDS-ON BOOKS

Draw
Me...

Four books to draw on top
of the photos

DESSINE-MOI...
80 pages
17 x 24,5 cm
4-colour process
Paperback
Age 4+
Fall 2016
Rights sold:
French
UN SOUS-MARIN CITRON ?
UNE JUPE SALADE ? UN PARAPLUIE MELON ?
DESSINE CE QUE TU IMAGINES !

Emmanuelle Ponty
Illustrations and doodles on top of photos in
a magazine or paper is something that we
all have done sometimes.
This take-away activity notebook collection
is designed to entertain and enhance children's imagination anywhere at anytime.

EMMANUELLE PONTY

DESSINE-MOI...

They only need their eyes, their brains and
a pen!

About the author

40

Emmanuelle Ponty is a French illustrator and graphic
designer. She has worked on many graphic design
projects. She is very interested in children’s crafts and
has developed her own brand that offers colouring craft
projects on paper, games and textiles through her site

41

www.pintatelotu.com

UN COSMONAUTE CANETON ?
UNE BALLERINE POISSON ? UN ROBOT BESTIOLE ?
DESSINE CE QUE TU IMAGINES !

EN REGARDANT BIEN, ON TROUVE DES AMIS
MÊME DANS LE DÉSERT !

ON THE BANKS OF THE NILE
THERE ARE NOT ONLY CROCODILES...

I’LL SWIM FASTER THAN THE SHARK,
I’LL SPLASH BETTER THAN THE DOLPHIN...

HANDS-ON BOOKS

EMM ANUE

Draw
Me...

LLE PONT Y

.
DRAW ME..

Doodle on top of the photo

Emmanuelle Ponty

HANDS-ON BOOKS

Draw
Me...
a Tattoo!

Doodle on top of the photo

Emmanuelle Ponty
80 pages
17 x 24.5 cm
4-colour process
Paperback
Age 4+
Fall 2016

EVERYONE AT THE TABLE !

80 pages
17 x 24,5 cm
4-colour process
Paperback
Age 4+
Fall 2016

EMMA NUEL

LE PONT Y

DRAW ME. ..
A TATTOO!
A DOODLING
NOTEBOOK

NE?
SOCK PLA
ER BALL? A
A BIRD PAP
GRANNY ?
A SPOON
IMAGIN E !
CAN
U
YO
DRAW ALL
A DOO DLIN

G NOTEBOO

K

Have fun drawing
on top of the photos
to crate amazing
tatoos!
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IN MY CULTURE, BOYS HAVE THEIR WHOLE BODY
TATTOOED WITH THEIR FAVOURITE ANIMAL...
GUESS WHICH IS MINE?

RIGHTS AVAILABLE

RIGHTS AVAILABLE

The mystery
of My Family

111 Boredom Busting Activities

Understanding family links
Anna Manso & Susana del Baño

Underwater
School

Cooking
Is a Party

Around the World
in 28 Crafts

Waiting
Games

Mireia Trius

Aina Bestard

Fun recipes for special days

Fun recipes for special days

Mireia Trius & Esther Burgeño

Amanda Laporte & Xabier Mendiola
& Òscar Julve

MireiaTrius & Mercè Iglesias

Eli Flos

Family

Meter?
lang sind 100

The Mystery of my

Craft and activity ideas
for the holidays

Measuring
Is Fun

Anna Manso

illustrated by

Susana del Baño

RECETAS

31Elefanten

sind
oder wie lang

er?

Met
100

RRIMIENTO
des
CONTRA EL ABU
, experimentos, curiosida
· Òscar Julve
Mireia Trius

ELI FLOS

crea tus
propios vinilos
¡incluye todo
el material!

Aina Bestard
· Òscar Julve
Mireia Trius

¡COCINAAR

HOW

ERTAIN
TO ENT

KIDS

ES UN

Spaß
und zählen mit
Messen, wiegen

recetas
cole.
Manualidades, ideas
para los días sin
y otras

Waiting
Games

PARA DÍAS

MUY ESPECIALES

La escuela
bajo
el mar

FIESTA!

Para Carnaval
Para el día de mi cumplede Halloween
Para la fiesta
se acaba el cole
Para celebrar que ¡y muchas más!
Para Semana Santa...

Personalize and decorate
your album
Eli Flos & Mireia Carbonell

SUPER DIVERTIDAS

UUMM
MM
MM!!!

Scrapbook
for Girls

WHI LE

WAI TING

MIREIA TRIUS O
& ESTHER BURGUEÑ

UUMM
MM!!!
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32 pages
30 x 24.5 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 4+
Fall 2014
Rights sold:
Spanish and
Korean

44
45

144 pages
22.5 x 26.5 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
Age 4+
Spring 2013
Rights sold:
Catalan
Spanish

96 pages
21 x 21 cm
4-color process
Hardcover
Age 5+
Rights sold:
French
German
Korean
Spanish (Spain)
Catalan
Portuguese
Italian

16 pages
22 x 30 cm
4-colour process
Hardcover
colour vinyl sheets
to cut out
Age 4+
Spring 2014
Rights sold:
Catalan
Spanish

64 pages
23 x 23 cm
4-color process
Hard-cover
Age 6+
Rights sold:
Spanish
Catalan

72 pages
21 x 21 cm
4-color process
Paperback
Age 6+
Summer 2013
Rights sold:
Spanish

72 pages
23 x 23 cm
4-color process
Hard-cover
Age 6+
Winter 2011

48 pages
32 x 32 cm
4-color process
Hard-cover
Age 6+
Fall 2012
Rights sold:
Catalan
Spanish

Zahorí:
Water diviner.
A Spanish word of
Arabic origin that
defines a person who
detects underground
water using a divining rod made of hazel,
rowan or willow

Based in Barcelona, Zahorí is a book packager and publisher that generates
engaging new ideas and titles. As such, we offer the complete publishing
process.
Our creative team permanently aims to seek new formats, ideas and solutions to
offer our clients unique and differential products.
This is also our goal for the increasingly competitive sector of children’s books.
Specialized in highly illustrated books and novelty books, the 2016/17 catalogue
outlines a number of titles in our children’s collection covering a wide range of
subjects attractive to children and adults alike.
Mireia Trius & Marta Lorés
Zahorí de Ideas

zahorideideas.com

Sicília 358, 1 B. 08025 Barcelona / T +34 93 457 53 55 / F +34 93 208 29 11

Mireia Trius
(34) 667 45 98 79
mireia@zahorideideas.com
Marta Lorés
(34) 620 89 98 98
marta@zahorideideas.com
Zahorí de Ideas
Sicília, 358 ent. B / 08025 Barcelona (Spain)
T (34) 93 457 53 55

zahorideideas.com

